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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

There are very few areas in our society today where the 

implications of ignorance are more longlasting or severe than in the 

management of personal finances. An individual who is unable to 

handle his monetary affairs is at an extreme disadvantage in today's 

world. He is a target for any unprincipled person who does not have 

any concern over making an "easy dollar" from a less fortunate individ

ual. Many areas of personal and social interaction depend on the 

ability to apply practical skills in math; more specifically, monetary 

skills. Smith ( 1974) points out, "In order for a mentally retarded 

person to function successfully in our society, he or she should be 

able to handle affairs which call for a minimum level of math skills 

dealing with money" (p. 245). 

Recently, mentally retarded individuals have been encouraged 

to live in a manner as close to normal as possible. Many institution

alized persons have been placed in less restrictive environments such 

as community residences. If community adaptation is to be successful, 

retarded persons must be trained in essential community survival skills. 

One very important functional skill necessary for community living is 

the use of money. Research on teaching monetary skills to retarded 

individuals is limited; however, it is becoming increasingly more 

important that methods are found to teach the retarded to effectively 

handle money. 
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Purpose of the Study 

It is important that the mentally retarded learn functional 

monetary skills to become socially and economically independent, 

t hus needing less care and supervision to effectively live a normal 

existence in today's society; therefore, the purpose of this study is 

to determine effective methods of teaching monetary skills to retarded 

individuals. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of R l e ated Literature 

The recent interest in the effects of teaching monetary skills 

to the mentally retarded was stimulated by the works of Wunderlich in 

1972 because of the essential principle of the proper usage of money 

for independence and a sense of self-uorth. w " uncerlich used a matching-

to-sample procedure to teach retarded children to discriminate between 

the penny, nickel, dime, quarter, and half dollar, as well as 

combinations of coins whose amount was and was not equivalent to a 

single sample coin value. The technique used in his study is known 

as double respcnding--first the problem coin is touched and then the 

answer coin. Touching the problem coin (stimulus) before the answer 

coin increases the probability of discrimination of coins. 

A study by Wunderlich (1972) involved eight subjects who were 

chosen from a private day school for the mentally retarded. The average 

measured intelligence (IQ) was 59; the chronological ages (CA) ranged 

from 9 years 5 months to 13 years 4 months with a mean age of 10 years 

9 months. All students were unable to distinguish coin values and to 

make change. The testing procedure involved four series of slides: 

Series 1 slides--Acknowledgement of the "problem" coin by 
depressing a center panel on the specifically p~epared machine 
and then depressing one of five other panels which was a 
duplicate of the coin in the center panel. 

Series 2 slides--Two coin choices were shown. One of the answer 
coins was the same as the problem coin; the other answer coin was 

different. 

Co ins were shown as the answer coins Series 3 slides--Equivalency 
to a problem coin. 

Series 4 slides--More complex equivalency training. 
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Results of the testing showed that no errors were made in the 

Series 1 slides. Nickels were comprehended wi'th the most difficulty, 

possibly due to their size in relation to the other coins. Wunderlich 

(1972 ) states, "Examination of th~ data indicated that three subjects 

proceeded through the series without error and one other with only a 

single error" (p. 22). 

This experiment provides evidence that coinage instruction 

can be programmed for retardates with success. The development of 

appropriate subprograms provide~ specific practice and training in 

various coinage problems which offer difficulty to retardates. 

Individual tutorship may also be offered to meet the needs of the 

retarded individual, 

Even forty-five years ago, a study by Probst (1931) found 
that 94% of a population of kindergarten children knew the number 
of hands on a clock, 30% knew the time at noon, and 37% knew the 
number of pennies in a nickel. Templin (1958) found similar levels 
of knowledge in the middle 1950's. Even for more complex skills, 
Pollio and Gray (1973) recently found relatively high knowledge 
levels. When given rather difficult change-making problems, 
3rd graders were not only making change but also beginning to 
give relatively efficient solutions. (Thurlow and Turnure, 1976, 
p. 3) 

Normal children learn time and money through exposure at home 

and in the classroom. Classroom experience teaches math skills along 

with time and money skills (for example, how much is 5¢ + 2¢). In a 

1960 investigation, Marshall and Magruder found that this technique 

· th tarded "The instruction [on was not conducive to teaching ere · 

time and money] must be developed specifically to teach the concepts 

· d' · · l i'n a way that insures mastery and promotes to the retarded in iviaua 

retention and transfer" (Thurlow and Turnure' 1976 ' P · 5) • 
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The University of Minnesota Research d D 
an evelopment Center and 

Thurlow and Turnure (1976 ) used the findings of Marshall and Magruder 

to teach counting money, making change, and telling time to the minute 

to the educable retardate. They attempted to determine whether a group 
of primary-aged retarded children would differ significantly with normal 
children of the same age in their abilities to master equivalence of 

coins . The money instructional portion of the study consisted of recog

nition and identification of the American coins. One hundred and 

seventeen nonretarded children, 64 educable mentally retarded (EMR) 

children, and 115 trainable mentally retarded (TMR) children participated 

in this program. The nonretarded children were enrolled in kindergarten 

through third grade classes. 

The EMR subjects who received the Time and Money units were 
approximately the same age as the third grade, nonretarded 
children tested, and their mental age (HA) was similar to that of 
the kindergarten children. The TMR subjects who were given 
the Money test were much older than the nonretarded children 
(mean CA= 14.5 years). Their HA level, however, was slightly 
below that of the nonretarded, kindergarten children. The 
average IQ's of the EMR and TMR subjects were 71.l and 42,4, 
respectively. (Thurlow and Turnure, 1976, P· 8) 

The first level of instruction taught the recognition of a 

d t he recognition of the American coins. clock, the hands of a clock, an 

Were taught based on vocabulary and l anguage The time and money concepts 

rather than number skills. 

The 
children 
77%, and 

' from the Money Tests ... revealed that nonretarded 
~esu~ts hrou h third grade answered 40%, 60%, 
in kindergarte~ t g rectly The EHR children answered 
82% of the 40 items cor · 



35% of the items correctly bf · 
unit and the TMR . d" "d e ore receiving instruction in the money 

' in ivi uals correctly an d 23% Th represent levels below b h , swere • ese scores 
the individual items ct the EMR s ~nd the TMR's MA peers. On 
the level of their MA the retard:d subJects performed at or below 

. . . ~eers. This was true even on those items 
requiring the recognition and identification of the us · 
( Th 1 d T 

• • coins. 
ur ow an urnure, 1976, p. 9) 

The retarded children were given instruction in the money unit 

and then retested on the appropriate test to increase their test scores 

and to determine the effectiveness of the rnoney unit. Instruction 

focused on the money unit for from 12 to 20 weeks. On the money test, 

the EMR children correctly answered 62% of the items after receiving 

instruction as opposed to 35% before instruction . 
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. This posttest level approached the level of the second 
grade children, clearly above the perfornance of their MA peers, 
although not quite reaching the level of the CA peers. Statistical 
tests revealed that the increases made by the children receiving 
the money unit were significant while those made by the children 
not receiving the unit were not. (Thurlow and Turnure, 1976, p. 11) 

A review of related literature revealed several studies by 

Cuvo, one of which was completed in corroboration with Borakove. This 

study sought to investigate the facilitative effects of coin displace

ment. Borakove and Cuvo (1976) established t he principle that displacing 

a coin or moving it aside after it has been counted is helpful in 

h · t be counted They point out that targeting attention tote next coin o · 

fr t k nalyses of mathematical "Support for the suggestion also comes om as a 

curricula for nonretarded (Resnick, Wang , and Kaplan , 1973), as well as 

and Friedman, 1974) children" 
retarded (Spradlin, Cotter, Stevens, 

(Borakove and Cuvo, 1976, P. 331). 



Four or five training sessions (approximately 30 minutes each) 

were given. 

• Cour.ting was trained . 
sequence: (a) experimente din.each stage by a three-step 

( 
r mo eling the a • . 

response; b) experimenter d 1 . ppropriate counting 
imitation; and (c) subject ~ode ing the response with subject 
For Step 1, the experimente~nm~=~~entl~ perform~ng the response. 
to make two consecutively co d twice. SubJects were required 
steps bef~re progressing Srrb:ct responses for the latter two 

· u Jects were prais d f 
responses; and for incorrect e a ter correct 
recycled to the previous trai~~sponses, 

t h
ey wer: :old "no" and 

unable to imitate a re ng step. If participants were 
. sponse' they were manually guidec. t hrou h 
its components. (Borakove and Cuv 1075 g o , ., , p. 35 2 ) 

The training program was as fol l ows: Subjects were f i rst 

taught to count each coin alone and t hen to count it wit~ other coins. 
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In Stage 2, the subjects were taught to ident ify the dime f i rst and then 

use the dime in a combination with up to f i ve nickel s. The students 

were taught to recognize the dime's value as t wo nickel s. Five 

nickels and one quarter were t he coins taught in Stage 3 . In 

Stage 4, the half dollar was introduced . The subj ects were trained 

in the functional use of the penny last. This method of summat i on 

maximizes attention to the relevant features of the st imul us anc 

minimizes excessive demands on memory for mentally ret arded persons. 

There are four ot~er methods in adcit~on to Sorakove and Cuvo ' s 

coin displacement procedure for teaching monetar y skills t o the ment ally 

retarded. The most commonly used method i s the pictor i al representat i on 

of coins and bills, usually with equival ent amounts ( LeBlanc, Vogeli, 

B h 
· and Scott , 1973 ·, O' Neil, Kei ter , and Benson , 1971), 

~n art, Grimsley, 

The second method is t he modeling principle i r. wh i ch t he subj ect 



imitates the experimenter in the d . 
emonstration (Ross, Ross, and Evans, 

1971). The third method is a match' t 
ing- o-sample procedure to teach 

mentally retarded children to discriminate between the familiar five 

American coins and combinations of those coins (Wunderlich, 1972 ). 

Another method used is a sequence of rote counti'ng skills with these 

skills later applied to identifying and counting coins (Bellamy and 

Buttars, 1975). This last method utilizes modeling as a training 

technique. 

In an extension of the modeling training technique, a second 

study by Cuvo in association with Lowe (1976) dealt with teaching coin 

summation to the mentally retarded as an essential tool to free 

retardates from eventually having to return to the safe confines of 

the institution. The intent of the study by Lowe and Cuvo was 
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to teach two male adolescents and two female young adults to sum coin 

combinations with a total of less than $1.00. The average chronological 

age of the subjects was 14.8 years. They had a mean IQ of 57 and an 

average arithmetic grade level of 1.8. 

Five nickels, five dimes, three quarters, one half dollar, and 

The test Consisted of 51 coin combinations four pennies were used. 

to be summed • The test coins were arranged in a vertical column in 

order of ascending value. The coins were placed with respect to the 

side of the coin visible and the angular orientation of the figure on 

the coin. be counted in any manner, and scoring The coins were to 

· Correctness in counting was 
was based on the subtotals of each coin, 

the cumulative value for each coin. 
determined by properly increasing 
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After the mastery of the sums tests, the subject practiced 

Counting coin combinations. T • en consecutive coin sets were practiced 

to indicate mastery of the procedure. 

As a result of the teaching and testing, coin-summing perfor

mance improved substantially. Thus, the instruction was found to be 

effective in teaching coin-summation skills to the mentally retarded. 

Wolfensberger (1971) advocated that community placement of 

many institutionalized retardates supports the principle of normalization. 

It is his contention that retarded persons may attain to normal exis

tences when trained in daily living skills--the most important being 

the use of money. Accordingly, a third study by Cuvo, teaching coin 

equivalence to the mentally retarded, was conducted with the assistance 

of Trace and Criswell (1977). 

The Cuva, Trace, and Criswell (1977) test involved seven male 

and seven female, adolescent, institutional residents who ranged in age 

from 14 to 18 years (mean= 17.1). Their ~echsler Adult Intelligence 

Scale (WAIS) IQ's measured between 46 and 70 (mean= 57 . 93 ). The 

• uaried from 6 years 4 months to 10 years 
mental ages of the subJects • 

The average length of institution-
10 months (mean= 8 years 7 months). 

alization was 7 years 9 months. 

Of the suhJ'ects were: could state value of 
The abilities 

visually presented digits; could 
count _by ones and fives to 100; could 

recall the name and value of the 
penny, nickel, dime, quarter, and half 

1 of ten combinations of coins. 
dollar; and could sum a samp e 

combinations of coins that equaled 
however, could not select 

target values • 

They, 

specified 



... : The 14 subjects were then matched according to their 
coin-equivalence pretest scores MA's CA's d IQ' 

11 f · . ' , , an s, as we as 
the types 

O 
equiva:encies they composed on the pretest for each 

target amo~nt. SubJects were then selected randomly within the 
matched pairs fo~ experimental and no-treatment control groups. 
(Trace, Cuvo, Criswell, 1977, p. 86) 

A coin machine was constructed for the project so that a happy 

face appeared . and M&M candy was dispensed when the correct coinage was 

inserted. Coins were returned when an incorrect amount was put into 

the machine. The most significant coin-equivalence test required the 

students to complete a total of 37 different combinations that equaled 

ten target values--without duplication of coin selection--from a "pile" 

of 25 nickels, 15 dimes, and 10 quarters. 

There were five training sessions per week averaging 30 minutes 

per session. Training was as follows: 

Stage 1: Use nickels to equal 10 target amounts. 

2 U d1'me and sufficient number of nickels to equal 10 Stage : se one 
target amounts. 

Stage 3 : Use maximum number of dimes and a nickel, when necessary, 
to equal 7 target amounts. 

and a sufficient number of nickels to equal Stage 4: Use one quarter 
6 target amounts. 

10 

1 dimes, and a nickel, when necessary, Stage 5: Use one quarter, severa 
to equal 4 target amounts. 

Stage 6: Use 2 quarters to equal target amount. 

each stage consisted of a t hree-component The monetary amounts used in 

response: 

machine. 

. and depositing coinage into • and counting , naming, selecting 

three responses resu l ted in information, 
A correct answer to all 

happy face, praise, and M&M candY· 
Incorrect responses produced 

corrective feedback. Absolute mastery 
rea_uired before of each stage was 
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the next stage was approached. Th 

e training proved to be effective 

because the retarded adolescents • 
llllproved significantly in coin-

equivalence performance. The results of Cuvo, Trace, and Criswell's 

study may be compared with the Pollio d an Gray (1973) study which showed 

that nonretarded children were 11 or 12 years old before they mastered 

monetary skills at home and in the classroom. However, the retarded 

subjects in the Cuvo, Trace, and Criswell study were 2 or 3 years younger 

mentally than those in the Pollio and Gray study. This indicates 

that monetary skills, when taught persistently, may be learned by the 

retarded at an age comparable to t heir CA peers. 

The most recent study by Cuvo, Miller, and Borakove (1977) 

involved teaching naming of coin values--comprehension before production 

versus production alone. This study involved fourteen mentally retarded 

subjects whose mean IQ was 43,86 and whose arithmetic grade level was 

kindergarten 0.1. The subjects were divided into t wo groups . Group one, 

comprehension-production group, was trained in two procedures: auditory 

comprehension (pointing t o t he correct coin in r esponse to its verball y 

stated value) followed by verbal production (verbal l y st at ing t he coi n's 

value in response to a pointing prompt). Group two, production group, 

was trained in the latter procedure only . The r esults showed t hat t each

ing production alone was signif icantly more ef f i ci ent t han training both 

The comprehens i on procedure did not lead to 
comprehension and production, 

1 di d l ead to . but the product i on procedure a one 
production acquisition, 

comprehension. 
Miller and Borakove st udy may suggest 

The results of the Cuvo, , 

1 and direct i on of transfer of learning. 
an interaction between mental leve 
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11The mentally retarded may experience facili"tati"on from production to 

comprehension training; and for the nonretarded, the direction of transfer 

may be the converse 11 (Miller, Cuvo, B orakove, 1977, p. 735). 

that: 

Blount (1973) reports that an early study by Straus showed 

. , , chi:dr:n w~th a chronological age of 3 to 4 1/2 years made 
no real_d1st1nct1ons among denominat i ons of coins. At t his age, 
the choice of a larger denomination over a smaller one was either 
at chance level or because the larger denominations happened to 
also be a larger coin. By the chronological age of 4 years a months 
to 5 years 11 months, children were able to distinguish nickels from 
other coins, but were not able to make further discriminations. 
(p. 487) 

Blount's study (1973) involved twenty naive, mal e retardates 

with no training in making change who were diagnosed as cul tural-familial 

deprived. Their MA's of three and five were measured by the Peabody 

Picture Vocabulary Test which had been admini stered nine mont hs earlier. 

All subjects were considered "naive"--they had no t raining in t he making 

of change vocationally or academically . 

The retardates were instructed to indicate t heir pref erence 

(want) and which was the greater amount (more) of possible pa i rs and 

various amounts of money. 
The material s i ncluded one penny, t hree 

. one quart er' one half dollar' one 
pennies, one nickel, one dime, 

commissary card worth One dollar, and two one dollar bills. 

Subjects were asked: 
"Which do you want?" (Want ) or 

Subj ects were seen on two days so 
"Which is more money?" (More)· 

under both sets of instruct i ons . 
that each subject participated 

each amount before t hey made thei r 
Sub j ects were required to name 

selection. 
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The retardates 

we?'e largely influenced by the si.'ze of the coins 
or by their quantity. Th e la,.,ge ad - n small denominations caused 
confusion as to the correct value order. F orm, size, or quantity 
were relevant dimensions 1·n h t e retardate's use of monetary stimuli. 

The purpose of the Blount study was 
to identify proper incentives 

for the monetary instruction given 
to retardates. The incentive identi-

fied was that the smaller denominat' ( , ions coins) were comprehended more 

easily with regard to value/quantity, and thus more functionally useful 

than the larger denominations of money. c · oins presented easier dis-

crimination of value/quantity than did the paper money, thus estab-

lishing a form of instruction more readily d · an quickly grasped by the 

retardate. 

In addition to the previous studies, an assessment of the effec

tiveness of presenting academic subject matter to TMR students was 

shown in a study conducted by Brown and Bellamy (1972) . 

• • • Four adolescents with a mean IQ of 38 were enrolled in a 
public school program for TMR students and taught a sequence of 
arithmetical skills which culminated in a consistent solution 
of simple addition problems. A follow-up study conducted 14 
months later by Bellamy, Greiner, and Buttars (197U) found that 
students had retained the skills and were able to learn a new 
sequence of skills based on those retained. From these results, 
th~ authors concluded that TMR students can succeed in cumulative 
instruction which progresses from school year to school year. 
(Nelson, Troup, Thurlow, Krus, and Turnure, 1975, P· 5) 

In a study by Huppler and Sontag (1972), five TMR students were 

given a set _of coins (i.e., 10 dimes equaling $1,00 or 20 nickels 

the fl.
·ve students were taught various counting skills, 

equaling $1, 00) , 

Thl·s was . 'f ademic skills taught in the classrooms 
done to determine l ac 

They then learned to use these 
would transfer to practical skills. 
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skills in counting out change which equaled $l 00 b . 

• Y using only one set 
or denomination of coins. 

Huppler and Sontag felt that results of their 

study suggested that the application of an acadern;c 
• skill to a practical 

situation is in itself a skill which can be taught. However, an obvious 

limitation is that a student ultimately must be able to count out the 

correct amount of money from whatever change he has at the moment. 

Using the results of Huppler and Sontag's (1972) study and 

the survey results of Baum (1972), Thurlow, Taylor, and Turnure (1973) 

designed an instructional program to provide young EMR's with a basic 

understanding of money, measurement, and time. The program was developed 

over a period of three years through the joint efforts of the University 

of Minnesota's Research Development and Demonstration Center and the 

Special Education Department of the St. Paul Public Schools. The 

program consisted of teaching basic arithmetic skills to the EMR; 

however, some teachers believed this same assessment of money, 

measurement, and time program would also be a useful tool for the TMR 

· enacted mandate""' public school education since the state legislature •J 

for TMR students beyond the self-care skills, personal safety, and 

socia1 behavior previously taught. 

Troup, 

d Turnure's (1973) study, Nelson, 
Using Thurlow, Taylor, an 

Turnure (1975) designed a program for the TMR 
Thurlow, Krus, 

effectiveness of their previous study 
children based on the proven 

with EMR children. The 

(MMT) (Thurlow, Taylor, 

. . l Money Measurement' and Time Program origina , 
· t d of five units: and Turnure, 1973) consis e 

(3) measurement of weight, 
(1) money, (2) measurement of length, 

The four with the calendar. 
(4) time with the clock, and ( 5 ) time 



books of instruction for the mone . . 
y unit begin by introducing the 
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uses of money. Then, recognition 
of American coins, their relative 

values and their exact values are covered. 

The money unit research was conducted i·n 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, 

and Illinois and included 194 TMR std 
u ents. A skills test and expressive 

test were given to the students to dete · th• rmine eir level of knowledge 

in order to place them in the correct ph f h • . ase o t e 1nstruct1on. The 

money expressive test evaluated the student's ability to utilize 

specific vocabulary words. This test was given to one-half of the 

students. The money skills test, a test for functional arithmetic 

understanding, was given to all the students. 

The money unit testing took six months. Testing was done by 

teachers and/or teacher aides. Pretest and posttest scores revealed 

that the TMR's were able to deal better with the expressive items 

than with the skills items. Posttest scores were recorded as generally 

higher in all categories. The effectiveness data not only assessed 

the success of various aspects of the instruction but also helped in 

the identification of areas that needed to be revised. 

Bellamy and Buttars (1975) are responsible for the cornerstone 

precepts of teaching monetary skills to TMR's and EMR's. They developed 

money Counting skills to five, trainable-level 
a program for teaching 

retarded adolescents. 
These students learned a sequence of rote counting 

skills and then learned to apply these skills in counting amounts of 

d ·n age from 13 years 3 months to 
change. The five students range 1 

Th. IQ [Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
20 years 6 months (mean= 15.l). eir 

. Scale for Children (WISC)] 
Scale (WAIS) or Wechsler Intelligence 



ranged from 46 to 69 (mean= s4 .e). 
They had been enrolled in 

special education programs frorn 6 to 14 years (mean= 9,0). At the 

time of this teaching program, all attended a 
public school facility 

The 
for trainable retarded and severely disturbed students. 

objectives of this teaching program were achieved. 
The five students 

did learn to count from the set of co1.'ns 
any amount of change under 

$1.00. 

The results of the research on this teaching program suggest 

that personal independence of trainable students can be enhanced 

significantly through classroom instruction. Based on the previously 

covered studies, this research is furt her complemented wi th the 

instructional aspects of teaching monetary skills and with the evalu

ative prognosis or assessment. 

Comparison of Programmed Instruction Versus Conventional 
Method of Instruction 
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Green ( 1966), Malpass, Hardy, Gilmore, and Williams ( 1964), 

Briggs and Angell (1964) researched the fact that our knowledge about 

mental retardation has increased rapidly but our methods for teaching the 

mentally retarded children are still in the experimental stages. Their 

· t" n (PI) wit h t he conventional studies which compared programmed instruc 10 

· 11 no achievement di f ferences. classroom instruction revealed essentia Y · 

. f teaching machines with retarded 
Price (1963) invest1.~at:d. t h~tu~: ;ovement for both the children 
children and found s1.gn1.:1.ca d p nventional classroom procedures. 
exposed to teaching machines ~n c~ ated the use of ?I with mentally 
Blackman and Capobianco <

1965 e~~ ~ machines. Perfomance improved 
retarded children utilizing teac_in hine group and the conventional 

b th the teaching mac f d significantly for o . . din arit hmetic. It was oun 
. ding ability an . . . th classroom group in rea . •~icantly in arithmetic, e 

that while both groups improved signi. 
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improvement of the group exposed to teachin 
cantly greater than that of the <Tr\oup wh· hg mac~ines was signifi-

h (Th 'b 0
~ ic received the conventional approac • i odeau and Vitello, 1974, P. 46) 

The use of programmed instruction i d l · 
n eve oping the computational 

skills of mentally retarded children was also covered by Thibodeau and 

Vitello (1974 ). Their study dealt with thirteen pairs of EMR's who 

were divided into two groups. All the children could perform one-step 

addition and subtraction problems • 

• • • One group of children received practice sheets for the 
two arithmetical processes (addition and subtraction) in which 
there were sequentially arranged two-choice, three-choice, and 
open-ended responses to one-step problems. The other group 
received the traditional worksheets with one-step probl ems in 
the horizontal arrangement. Each chi ld completed 32 problems 
daily over a period of 24 days. Both groups rece ived t he same 
problem an equal number of times. (Thi bodeau and Vite l lo, 1974 , 
p. 46) 

The results of the testing indicated t hat t he chi l dren experienced 

more success with the programmed materi al on a dai ly bas i s than they 

experienced using the conventional method . 

Teaching Strategy and Learning 
Rate of TMR's 

t he TMR have been made over t he past Educational advances for 

few years. Curri cul um for t he TMR is a compl ex The development of a 

tend to diff er as t o worthy educat i onal task since educators and parents 

. te educational activi t i es. objectives and appropria 

. a proach (D' Amelio, 1971 ) has 
One advocate of the academic hie of l earning t o read , to 

argued that TMR chil<;1'en are ~apaThis view is given cons iderabl e 
write and to do their number. f TMR chi ldren who often , • ded parents o 
support by achievement-min .11 anarantee the devel opment 

ogram t hat w1 o - L" t pressure teachers for a pr le -115 • Gearheart and 1 t on 
of functional reading and ~~ra~p~oach whi ch incl udes d:v:lop
(1975) propose an instruct1ona .d cognitive areas . Posi tive 
ment in affective, psychomotor, an 



results have been reoorted . . 
. k'll . in teaching th TMR . tions s 1 sand number conce ts B e children communica-

Regardless of the lack of a p ( rown, Bellamy, and Sontag 1971) 
. • greement acade . ' • 

be prominent in most educati 1 ' mic content continues to 
individuals. (Grigsby and Honah efforts for trainable retarded 

ars man, 1977, p. 27 ) 

Grasha (1972) discovered that 
teaching styles affect student behavior. 

A behavioristic task analysis teaching t 
s rategy developed by Englemann 

(1969) experimented with the sharing of responsibility by teacher and 

student for control and decision making as compared to the traditional 

approach where the teacher assumed full responsibility for classroom 

procedures. Eighteen white, TMR children participated. They were 

from middle-class homes and were matched on variables of age, sex, 

and IQ. The WISC was used to determine IQ. They participated in a 

curriculum consisting of self-help skills, communication skills, per

ceptual motor/physical education skills, personal social skills, 
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functional academic skills, and economic usefulness skills. The children 

were randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. All of them 

were pretested on the basis of behavioral ob j ectives (tasks) and post

tested with the same criteria. The time period was 12 weeks. 

• . • Although the conclusions from this study cannot be • 
generalized to other groups, the finding~ ~uggest t he followin~:. 
( ) th · l t of TMR children in limited control and decision-a e invo vemen . . 

k . l · the classroom results in h1gher achievement · and ma ing ro es in . b d 
(b) behavioral task analysis as a curriculum approach can ~~~e b 
successfully in the training of mental l y retarded persons. i gs Y 
and Harshman, 1977, p. 28) 

Working with Money 

d ted the fol l owing money skil ls test in an 
Iceman (1974) con uc 

Each skill . d' t EMR's how to handle money . 
effort to teach interme ia e 

Was mastered before continuing to the next one. 



1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

Names all coins. 
~ompares values of coins. (For 
is wort~ more than a nickel.) example, knows that a dime 
Names bill denominati' C b. ens. 

om ines coins to equal h . ' 
gives the teacher tw .a~ot er coins value. (For example, 
Comb. . o nic.,.,_els for one dime ) 

ines coins to equal . · 
Matches coins to their a_g1ven amount less than $1.00. 
example, shows lS¢.) written symbol less than $1.00. (For 
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M~tches bills and coins to the 
shows $1.36.) written symbol. (For example, 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Selects an item pr' d 1 ice ess than the amount of money possessed. 

Selects several items with a total value less t han the amount 
of money possessed. 
Counts change when the amount given t he cashier exceeds the 
price. (Iceman, 1974, p. 102) 

Money games may be made to teach the associated symbols: penny, 

one cent , 1¢, $. 01. Classroom play may consist of a "money play 

day." Suggestions included selling popcorn for 10¢ a cup, library 

passes for 15¢, games for 5¢, puzzles f or 20¢. The most desi red act ivity 

for a child to use should cost less, t hereby being utilized more. A 

store may be set up with articles brought from home ; shoppi ng may be done 

from newspaper ads; plans for a picnic , birthday party , or dinner may 

be made. 

Teaching Money Skills with a 
Number Line 

Frank (l97 8 ) developed the technique of teaching money skills 

using a number line. number line is made from poster board The money or 

Wl'th various denomi nations of coins being set 
and cut to exact dimensions 

board which fit securely into t he 
on predetermined lengths of poster 

groove on the money line. 
Special educat ion students can use the 

wri tten addit ion problems. 
money line to check the answers to 



Learning Money Concepts Through th 
Use of the Behavior Modificatio~e 

Brock (1979) has used a type 
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of money system to reinforce good 
work or behavior and eliminate · 

inappropriate behavior in teaching educable 
mentally handicapped students. 

Str ips of green and red construction 

paper were used for reinforcing good work. h 
Wen a student had accumu-

lated ten green papers, an exchange was made for one red strip of paper. 

At the end of evecy week, a store was set up whereby the student could 

purchase items with his red strips. 

A new system was then developed using rubber stamps depicting 

coins. Squares of construction paper were stamped. Green strips of 

paper symbolized one dollar bills, and red strips equaled five dollar 

bills. This system adopted the thought of issuing "stamp money" for 

each money ditto sheet of work done--the amount of money being dependent 

upon the correctness of the addition. This system did not prove feasible 

because of the teacher's time involved and the student's unfamiliarity 

with column addition. 

A revised system was adopted by the teachers. If a student's 

reading and mathematics folders were done acceptably, he would be paid 

a certain amount. beh · would cost the student. Inappropriate av1or 

k etc brought stiff money penal ties. Stealing, copying, late wor , ., 

d'f' d so that each item The store, mentioned previously, was mo 1 ie 

certain amount of red was worth a specific amount of money versus a 

papers. 



It was found that this 
· h newly devised well wit all of the stude t system worked extremely 

· l n s. They were . particu ar system because th k more motivated with this 
h · ey new they we . pure ase items they wanted B re earning the money to 

• ecause the c was made more functional th h oncept of real money 
the students gained a bette~ougd the us: of this system, each of 
ability to work with various un erSt and ing of real money. Their 
by the end of the academic ye money.( concepts had greatly improved 

ar. Brock, 1979, p. 68) 

Will There Always be an Institution? 

Wolfensberger (1971) is a recognized authority in the area of 

mental health; particularly, his · f · view o residential alternatives to 

institutions is widely accepted. H f e oresees the phasing out of 

institutions in five trends: nonresidential community services; new 

conceptualizations toward residential services; increased usage of 

individual rather than group residential placements; provision of 

small, specialized group residences; and a decline in retardation. 

Residential alternatives to institutions can be divided into 
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group and individual residences. Group residences are small, residential, 

family-size uni ts which employ live-in houseparents . They would be 

located in all population centers of states and would be highly 

individualizing (Dunn 1969, Dybwad 1969, Governor's Citizen Committee 1968). 

Individual residences may have three forms: boarding, foster, and 

adoptive. 

· to Wolfensberger (1971), referred 
The term "boarding," according 

child or adult who has a primary 
to temporary, individual housing for a 

residence elsewhere. l applied to an adult who is placed 
Boarding is a so 

receives room and board for an indefinite period 
in a family setting and 

pleasant alternative to the institution, 
of time. Boarding is a 
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especially for the adult wh · • 

o is in vocational training or in sheltered or 

competitive work. Hostels could also be a f 
orm of boarding for five days 

a week so that special classes, workshops, 
etc., may be utilized by 

individuals whose primary residence is · 
in sparsely populated areas 

where this type of service is not available. 

Foster or adoptive residences have not been utilized for place

ment for the mentally retarded because of peculiar attitudes that demanded 

perfect substitute parents who cared little for material wealth and were 

motivated by idealism. Thus, foster homes were underpaid and numerous 

children were subsequently placed into institutions . 

Finally, an almost universal agency dogma was that ci tizens 
would not accept a retarded child for foster or adoptive placement. 
Tcxlay, we can only wonder to what degree this agency dogma was an 
agency myth. What we do know is that prophec i es can be self
fulfilling. Obviously, an agency worker who "knows" t hat retarded 
children cannot be placed is -not going to seek such placements and 
support them with vigor and inspiration, i f at all , and is t herefore 
not likely to make many successful placement s, i f any . (Wolfensberger, 
1971, p. 32) 

Wolfensberger sees no reason why small spec i alized living unit s cannot 

accommodate all of the persons now in insti t utions. He , t herefore, 

supports five-day, nine-month board ing care wit individual res idences / 

full habilitation as the target as opposed t o life-l on institut ionali-

zation. 

M t l l y Retarded Work Evaluation and the en a 
Review and Recommendations 

. . made of work samples as pred~ct ors of 
Widespread use is being of vocat i onal evaluati on of 

vocational potential in the P~~~s~den Casal e and Schwarz, 1977 ) • 
mentally retarded individuals ob i ng 'suoeri o; to standardized 

viewed as e · b f These work samples are t instruments by a num er 0 

psychological or mental assessm; ~) Accor ding to Neff (1966 ), 
~ocat i onal evaluat ors (Neff' 1~ ; up a cl ose simulat i on of an 

d f . d as a moc , a work sample is e ine 



actual industrial operation . 
kind of work a potential empnlot different in its essentials from 

. . b oyee would be . the 
ordinary JO • (Stodden, Casale d S required to perform on an 

, an chwartz, 1977, p. 25 ) 
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work samples are valuable because th 
ey assess the same skills, aptitudes, 

and abilities necessary for competit• 
ive employment situations (JEVS, 

1968; Overs, 1968; Usdane, 1963). 
The work samples relieve the client of 

test anxiety because a task is completed versus a 
test taken. Work 

samples are less affected than standardi·zed tests by factors such as 

educational level, cultural deficiencies 

(JEVS, 1968; Overs, 1968; Sinick, 1962). 

through work samples (Neff, 1966). 

' and speech or hearing impairment 

Actual work behavior is observed 

Timmerman and Doctor (1974) cautioned against a heavy reliance 

upon work sample assessments because many j ob differences cannot be 

duplicated, interpretation by work sample observers will vary, a lack 

of standardization exists for work samples, and very few have been 

validated with a mentally retarded population. 

Jastak and King (1972) developed the Wide Range Employment Sample 

Test (WREST). Brolin (1976) endorsed this particular test because it 

allowed the client practice time before the actual work sample teSt ; it 

listed both competitive and noncompetitive industrial norms; and the 

d . . . . . h t wi· th precise instruct ions• a m1n1strat1on time 1s s or 

. 0 t (l974) found the WREST data to be 
However, Timmerman and oc or 

. fusing and obscure. sketchy and the instructions con 
Brolin (1976) saw 

a need for better observation procedures when using the WREST. 
The l'IREST , 

· the mentally retarded. 
has Potential for testing 

though not perfected, 



Economic Comp t . 
Programs for theeE~nc~l Implications for 

uc e Mentally Retarded 

Kingsley and Kokaska (1975) stated that 
economic competency goes 

hand in hand with self-realization · 
'civic responsibility, and human 

relationship. Their com t · 
pe ency might be defined as being able to 

perform the tasks associated with everyday living. 

Kingsley and Kokaska (1975) quote Schwarz who emphasizes the 

need to use actual currency in real life situations: "The success of 

the educational process can only be measured by t he degree to which a 

student is prepared to cope with the cont i ngenc i es t hat wi ll face him 

as an adult'' (Schwarz, 1968 , p. 34 ). One example is indicat ed by a 

follow-up of students who had finishe d t heir training (Kokaska, 1966). 
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In the classroom, they had been taught t he c i vi c responsibi lity of voting . 

Kokaska (1968) discovered that all eligible indi vidual s were not 

even registered to vote. The disclosure disappoint ed the classroom 

teachers because of the emphasis t hey had placed in t his part i cular 

area of responsibility. However , t his would not have embarrassed 

· d th t t t hat t ime as many as t hr ee years had educators if they realize a a 

11 d t implement thei r classroom l essons. elapsed before students were a owe 0 

• thru t within the educat ion and habilitat i on There is a current s . . , • d · l · students wi t hin service in ustr i es 
of the retarded toward P a~ing(1962 ) has pro 'ected these occupat ions 
since the Department.of La or I t hould be noted t hat servi ce 
to expand in the coming ye-:-1'5 • tu 

5 
which can range near a 

occupations furnish economic re rn~i ng and dr i nkin~ places consti
subsistence level. For exam~le~ e~ growing industries in the Unit ed 
tute one of the largeSt and as es ' llian peopl e in 1968 . The various 

d re than two mi . .~· h States and employe mo . t er cook and counterman, w11 l.c 
occuoations of kitchen help:r,.waih : d stry have rece i ved i ncreased 

- . d d withi n t e in u , f are continually in eman 5 likely job placements or 
emphasis within work-study pro~am: a 1975 p 2) 
the retarded. (Kingsley and Ko as a, ' . 
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Once the EMR is involved in the work-study program and is 

receiving a paycheck for services rendered, he is then ready to receive 

practical classroom instruction in the life skills of the economy 

(Kingsley and Kokaska, 1975). 



Chapter 3 

Summary, Conclusion, and Implications 

A search of 
th

e related literature indicates that there exists a 

limited number of studies devoted to teaching monetary skills to 

retarded individuals. 

An established certainty recognized by the experts in the field 

of monetary skills for the TMR and EMR is that the retard.ate is capable 

of learning skills sufficient for an active life in the community. This 

relieves society of the financial responsibility incurred when institu

tionalization is required. The retardate also experiences independence 

and self-motivation when he believes in his abilities to lead a self

sustaining life. 

The conclusion reached from a review of the research is that the 

teaching of monetary skills to the mentally retarded is of paramount 

importance. However, the research that has been done has not been 

sufficiently prevalent to make a significant impact on the majority of 

the TMR/EMR population. 

Can readily be made by asking this An evaluative assessment 

Of a mentally retarded person of such a question: Is the lifestyle 

the time and capital, investment consequential nature as to warrant 

his existence pleasant to himself and and empathy required in making 

highly tolerable to society? 
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